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1 Introduction

Turning Movement Counts are used for wide variety of intersection analyses, intersection design, and transport planning applications. Efficient design of operations at signalized intersections at different traffic conditions can be done by the information obtained from turn movement counts. The traditional method of obtaining turn movement counts include manual count by people, which is very time consuming and monotonic work. Approach volumes can be easily obtained from the loop detectors, but they only give information on how many vehicles are entering the intersection. Thus an automated way of calculating turn movement counts is very important and it is challenging in case of having limited traffic data. They require information on type of movement, origin-destination for each vehicle. One other challenge is when the case of shared lanes. We can impute turn movements from one detector, multiple detectors are needed to track the turns-another detector should be placed at departure lane. However, many states do not use departure detectors.

Some studies have used mathematical techniques like linear programming to impute turning movement counts which balances inflow, outflow of traffic with some constraints. Some studies used artificial neural networks to model dependencies among different traffic variables and thereby imputing turn movement counts. Some studies also used video data to impute turn movement counts. Trajectories are extracted from raw video data by tracking moving objects and thus inferring turn movement counts. But relying on this method for large number of intersections is not cost effective, also considering how computationally expensive is video processing. Further, applicability of these approaches depends on geometry of the intersection, camera view.

2 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this research is to summarize the existing literature on turning movement counts prediction. We broadly categorize the existing literature and summarize papers in each category. We filtered existing literature on how relevant it is to suit our needs.

3 Heuristic Methods for TMC

Network Equilibrium: In this method unknown movement is estimated based on equilibrium of volume in two intersections. By modelling the flow with some some constraints as linear equations, we can solve for every unknown movement if we have enough equations. To calculate westbound through volume at intersection i, the following equation can be used.

\[ WT^t_i = -NL^t_i - SR^t_i + WR^{t+\delta t}_j + WL^{t+\delta t}_j - \delta_{ij} \]  

(1)
Figure 1: Example network with two intersections.

Figure 2: Example intersection.

WT: west bound through
NL: north bound left
SR: south bound right
WR: west bound right
WL: west bound left
t: time interval t
i,j: intersections number
$\Delta t$: time taken to travel between i,j
$\delta_{ij}^{t+\Delta t}$: additional trips generated between intersections i,j during time interval t

$\Delta t$ is assumed to be zero if the distance between two intersections is small as the volume fluctuations would be significantly low. $\delta_{ij}$ can be assumed to be zero if there is no trips generated between these two intersections.

**Volume and Queue Length of Shared Lanes**: This is based on the assumption that a newly entered vehicle in a shared line decided to turn if there are more vehicles in that lane compared to adjacent lanes. This assumption also depends on distance to the stop bar, intersection geometry. Figure 2 shows a similar situation.

**Flow Characteristics of Shared Lanes**: This method is based on the assumption that vehicles which have smaller head-ways from their front car when they pass stop bar are more probable
to go through. High resolution stop bar detector data along with signal timing plan should be used for this method. Applicability of this method also depends on the intersection geometry. The probability of a vehicle $i$ turning in some direction is modeled as function of position of vehicle in the line, headway of front vehicle, type of front vehicle and vehicle type. This relation is modelled as shown in equation 2.

![Figure 3: Headway in shared lane.](image)

$$P(t_{i,r}) = f(h_i, h_{f_i}, c_{p_i}, c_{t_i}, c_{f_i})$$ (2)

$P(t_{i,r})$: probability that vehicle $i$ turns right or left  
$h_i$: headway when passing a stop bar, the time difference of vehicle $i$ from its front vehicle  
$h_{f_i}$: summation of each headway with previous car headway  
$c_{p_i}$: position of vehicle $i$ in the line  
$c_{t_i}$: type of vehicle $i$  
$c_{f_i}$: type of front vehicle of vehicle $i$

If the turning radius is large then relying on head-ways is not a good idea. Thus geometry of intersection plays a important role in this method.

4 Broad categories of existing literature

**Algorithms based on Network Flows:** Some studies have used mathematical techniques like linear programming to impute turning movement counts which balances inflow, outflow of traffic with some constraints. These system of linear equations are solved using different optimization techniques to impute turn movement counts.

**Neural Network Based Models:** Neural Networks are computing systems that are vaguely inspired by biological neural networks that constitute animal brains. It is like a artificial nervous system receiving, processing and transmitting data. Basically, neural networks consists of a input layer, hidden layers and a output layer. The fundamental unit that comprises a neural network is called a neuron.

- **Input Layer.** This layer takes the input in required shape and passes it to the hidden layer. No computations are done here.

- **Hidden Layer.** They receive input from the input layer, perform computations and then transfer its output to the following layer.
**Output Layer.** With use of a specific activation function, this layer is used to map output to desired format.

**Connections.** Output of each neuron is transferred to a neuron in the following layer with a connection. A weight is associated with each connection. If output of \( i \) is connected to input of \( j \), then corresponding weight is \( W_{ij} \).

**Activation Function.** Output of each neuron is a function of its input. This function is called activation function of a neuron. Some activation functions we use in practice are Sigmoid, ReLu, Tanh.

Figure 4 shows a single neuron and the input, output mechanism. It takes two inputs \( X_1, X_2 \) and they are connected with weights \( W_1, W_2 \). So, the input to the neuron becomes \( W_1X_1 + W_2X_2 \). Output of this neuron is a function of this input fed to it. This functions are called activation functions. This is important because it models non-linearity in the relation between input and output.

**Figure 5:** Example 3 layer network

Figure 5 shows a three layer network with all the labelling. In our case the non linear relationship between flow variables like approach volumes etc. and the corresponding turning movements is modelled with the use of neural networks(ANN).

**Video Based Models:** Video data from signalized intersections is used to extract information by detecting moving objects and computing their trajectories. These trajectories can be used to
get turning movement counts.

4.1 Algorithms based on Network Flows

In [1] they propose a path flow estimator based solution to estimate turn movement counts. The proposed path flow estimator is used to compute complete link flows along with turn movement counts when some traffic counts at selected intersection are known. They claim that their method has advantage because of the single level convex programming formulation, when compared to other bi-level programming approaches. Their proposed algorithm iterates over entropy and equilibrium terms to obtain the final solution. The first term, entropy, distributes trips to multiple paths. While the second term, equilibrium, make those trips cluster together on minimum cost paths.

[2] uses linear programming approach to compute turning movement counts. This approach required measurements like detector flow, weight given to each link, constraints on flow for each link. A system of linear equations are modelled with the above constraints/information. These system of equations are solved to get turning movement counts.

[3] used origin-destination matrices to compute turning movement counts. They uses already observed O-D matrices to predict future O-D matrices. They use travel demand model, Furness

![Figure 6: Proposed ATIMS Algorithm Flowchart](image-url)
Method and then use equilibrium principle to assign future O-D matrices to the network.

[4] developed a Automatic Turning Movement Identification System (ATMIS). In the proposed architecture, they use input and output detectors along with signal timing plan to impute turning movement counts. They also claim that this can be used irrespective of intersection geometry. Figure 6 shows their proposed framework.

4.2 Genetic Algorithm based Model

In [5] a genetic algorithm based framework is developed to obtain a dynamic relation between turning movement proportions and traffic counts at intersections at each time. The proposed objective function minimizes sum of absolute differences between observed and predicted traffic counts. The objective function is made to converge using a revised parameter optimization model. Then they finally propose a genetic algorithm to impute turning movement counts. Figure 7 shows their proposed flow chart. They conclude that Genetic Algorithm achieved the best results when compared to Kalman Filtering(KF), Least Square(LSQ methods.

4.3 Neural Network Based Models

In [6] the non linear relation between approach volumes and the corresponding turning movements is modelled by neural networks. They use only approach volumes to predict corresponding turning movement counts.

Figure 8 shows how a four leg intersection is represented as a node. Number of vehicles leaving the intersection i be $P_i$, $P_i = \sum_{j=1}^{4} T_{ij}$. The turning movement counts between node i, node j are number of trips from i to j. So, when a vehicle is approaching a intersection, they have four possible turns-left, through, right, and U-turn. For the four approaches there are 16 possible movements. For intersection j, the number of vehicles attracted to it be $A_j$, $A_j = \sum_{i=1}^{4} T_{ij}$, this is sum of all the trips with destination j. So 16 different turning movement counts should be modelled with the help of known values.

Each $T_{ij}$ is modelled as function of $P_i$ and $A_j$. For the turning movement counts, the incoming and outgoing traffic volumes are calculated. Neural network is used to model dependent variable turning movement counts with dependent variables-inbound and outbound approach volumes.
[7] uses stacked auto encoder model to predict traffic flow. They trained their model with three months of data of 15,000 detectors. The generic traffic flow features are modelled with stacked auto encoder model. They also take into account spatial, temporal correlations. They use logistic regression layer as the top layer for supervised traffic prediction. Figure 10 shows the architecture they used.

Autoencoder is a neural network that tries to reproduce its input. It acts as a identity function. It tends to learn features that form a good representation of its input. Stacked auto encoder models are created by stacking auto encoders stacked in a hierarchical way.

4.4 Video Based Models

In [8] they propose a method for automated turning movement prediction. They uses vision based tracking of vehicles to impute turning movement counts.
Figure 11 shows the block diagram of their tracking system. Gaussian mixtures are used to model background and moving objects are detected as pixels that do not fit any of the K background Gaussian models. The detected vehicles is then tracked and the trajectory is obtained. The obtained trajectory could be robust/complete or it could be occluded. So, their proposed solution switch between a zone comparison module and a trajectory comparison module. Their trajectory comparison module uses the least common sub-sequence distance to take care of broken trajectories using typical scene paths.

[9] uses video footage from a properly placed camera as input data. Vehicle detection using background subtraction becomes challenging sometimes. Different lighting, weather conditions can effect the background. Also, vehicles can be considered always moving and slow moving vehicles can effect background subtraction algorithms. So, they vehicle movement using optical flow algorithm and produce turning movement counts at an intersection. They detect all the vehicles and assign them unique IDs. They track these vehicles to produce turning movement counts. Figure 12 shows their proposed architecture.

In [10] they developed a system for counting vehicles by tracking in a video. They track vehicles and separate them into a set of trajectories. They use open source Traffic Intelligence tracker to track vehicles and derive counts. They also claim that their architecture rapidly analyzes videos and yield detailed turning movement counts.

In [11] they developed a system for counting, behaviour analysis of pedestrians and vehicles at signalized intersections.

Figure 13 shows their system overview. This semi-automated framework takes manually labelled positions into video frames and compute paths from it. This system provides trajectories by tracking and using LCSS for path recognition. From this trajectories corresponding turning
movements are calculated. Their system also provides behaviour analysis at intersections by estimating speed profile of each Turning Movement and accurate waiting times.
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